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A GENERALIZATION OF PARALLELISM IN
RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY, THE C" CASE
BY

ALAN B. PORITZC)
Abstract.
The concept of parallelism along a curve in a Riemannian manifold is
generalized to parallelism along higher dimensional immersed submanifolds in such
a way that the minimal immersions are self parallel and hence correspond to geodesies. Let g: N -* M be a (not necessarily isometric) immersion of Riemannian
manifolds. Let G:T(N)^T(M)
be a tangent bundle isometry along g, that is, G
covers g and maps fibers isometrically. By mimicing the construction used for isometric immersions, it is possible to define the mean curvature vector field of G. G is
said to be parallel along g if this vector field vanishes identically. In particular,
minimal immersions have parallel tangent maps. For curves, it is shown that the
present definition reduces to the definition of Levi-Civita. The major effort is
directed toward generalizations, in the real analytic case, of the two basic theorems
for parallelism. On the one hand, the existence and uniqueness theorem for a geodesic
in terms of data at a point extends to the well-known existence and uniqueness of a
minimal immersion in terms of data along a codimension one submanifold. On the
other hand, the existence and uniqueness theorem for a parallel unit vector field along
a curve in terms of data at a point extends to a local existence and uniqueness
theorem for a parallel tangent bundle isometry in terms of mixed initial and partial
data. Since both extensions depend on the Cartan-Kahler Theorem, a procedure is
developed to handle both proofs in a uniform manner using fiber bundle techniques.

0. Introduction. The geodesies in a Riemannian manifold M, of dimension m,
can be described in two independent ways: they are the critical points for the
variational problem for minimal 1-dimensional area with fixed endpoints and they
are also the auto-parallels, the curves whose tangent vector fields are parallel.
More generally, the critical points for the variational problem for minimal p
dimensional area, l^p<m,
with fixed boundary are the minimal immersions.
_
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It is our intention to generalize the notion of parallelism so that in each dimension
the minimal immersions are also the auto-parallels.
Briefly, this generalization goes as follows. Given an (not necessarily isometric)
immersion g: N" —>Mm of Riemannian manifolds, a tangent bundle isometry
(TBI) along g is a map between tangent bundles, G: T(N) -> T(M), that covers g
and maps fibers isometrically. If g is an isometric immersion the tangent map
Tg: T(N) -> T(M) is a TBI along g. The mean curvature vector field of a TBI is
defined in a way that generalizes the mean curvature field of an isometric immersion.
G is parallel if the mean curvature vanishes everywhere; see §3.1. In particular, minimal immersions have parallel tangent maps. It is shown in §3.2 that the definition
generalizes the usual notion of a parallel unit vector field along an immersed curve.
The main body of this paper is concerned with generalizations, in the C° case,
of the two existence and uniqueness theorems related to parallelism.
The first theorem asserts the existence and uniqueness of a geodesic in terms of
initial data: its tangent vector at a single point. The generalization, Theorem A (p),
is well known: A /^-dimensional real analytic minimal submanifold is (locally)
uniquely determined by initial data, namely its tangent plane along N"'1, a
codimension 1 submanifold. See §4.3.
The second theorem asserts the existence and uniqueness of a parallel vector field
along an immersed curve in terms of initial data: its value at a single point. The
generalization, Theorem B (p), states that a parallel TBI along an immersion
N" -*■M is (locally) uniquely determined by initial data of two kinds: one is its
value along A/p_1, any codimension 1 submanifold of Np, the other is its value on
any (p - l)-dimensional distribution which is in "general position" with respect

to Np-\ See §5.4.
Since Theorems A (p) and B (p) both depend on the Cartan-Kahler Theorem, a
procedure is developed to handle both in a uniform manner. For this purpose, the
Cartan-Kahler Theorem, which is usually stated in terms of ideals of real-valued
forms, is restated in §1 in terms of differential forms with values in a vector bundle.
In §2, the Levi-Civita connection on M is used to obtain certain useful vector
bundle valued differential forms on the Grassmann manifolds @P(M) and ^g(M).
The restrictions of these forms to the vertical subbundles of the tangent bundles
T&P(M) and F^g(M) yield important isomorphisms. In §3.3, the conditions for the
parallelism of a TBI are restated in terms of the vanishing of a vector bundle
valued differential form. The proofs of Theorems A (p) and B (p) then proceed
in §§4 and 5, in a like manner. First, in §4.1 and §5.2, the desired solutions are
shown to be special integral manifolds of certain vector bundle valued forms on
appropriate bundles. Next, in §4.2 and §5.3, the conditions for the unique integrability of these forms using Cartan-Kahler (the existence of regular integral planes
and the dimension of their polar spaces) are computed using the isomorphisms
obtained in §2. Finally, in §4.3 and §5.4, it is shown that the given initial data
satisfies these conditions and hence can be integrated to unique local solutions.
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For the C°° version of Theorem B (p) proved under somewhat more specialized
hypotheses, see [7]. A global C°° version of Theorem B (p) appears in [8]; it is not
known if the global real analytic version is true.
This paper is a continuation of research done at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in a doctoral thesis under the direction of I. M. Singer. I wish to
acknowledge my indebtedness to him and to thank him for his ever generous aid.
I wish too, to thank James Simons for several useful conversations during which
he shared with me some of his insights on the geometry of the Grassmann manifolds.
1. Differential forms and the Cartan-Kahler theorem.
1.1 Fiber bundles. Notation follows Bourbaki [3], with the exceptions noted
below. "Smooth"
will mean real analytic or infinitely differentiable. If (B, M, n)
is a smooth fiber bundle with base manifold M, total space B and projection -n,
then the fiber 7r-1(x), x e M, is denoted B(x) with the exception that in the case of

the tangent bundle T(M) the fiber at x will be denoted MX. When/: N-> M is a
smooth map of manifolds, Tf: T(N)^>-T(M) is the tangent map. f*B=NxMB
= {(x, b) e Nx B | f(x) = n(b)} is the reciprocal image of B under ff*B is a smooth
bundle over N whose bundle projection is projection on the first factor; by abuse
of notation this map is also denoted -n. Projection on the second factor,/* : f*B -> B,
is a smooth /-bundle map. If B is a principal bundle (vector bundle) then so is
f*B and/* is a principal bundle (vector bundle) map. If w is a smooth section of B
there is a unique smooth section f*w off*B such that/* of*w = oj °f.Ifh:E-^F
is an/-vector bundle map then there is a unique AZ-vector bundle map h: E^?f*F
such that/*o^
= n. Furthermore, if F' is a second vector bundle over M and
k: F-+F'
is an M-vector bundle map, then there is a unique N-vector bundle

map f*k:f*F-*f*F'

such that k°f* =f*°f*k.

Similar statements hold for

principal bundles. Let (B, M, n, G) be a smooth principal bundle with group G.
For each a e G the right action of o on B is denoted ra: B —>B; for be B ra(b) is
usually written bo. Let G act on the left as diffeomorphisms of the manifold //.
Let BxaH be the set of equivalence classes of elements of Bx H under the rela-

tion: (b, h)~(b', h') iff there is oe G such that b' = ba and h' = a~1(h). The image of
(b, h) e B x H is written bhe BxGH. Bxa H is then the total space of a smooth
bundle over M whose projection is the map bh\-^7r(b);
BxaH is the bundle
associated to B with fiber type H (and given action). In addition Bx H isa principal
G bundle over BxGH whose projection is (b, h)*r->bh. For fixed be B the map
9b: H-+ BxGH where Bb(h)= b-h is a diffeomorphism of H onto BxGH(n(b)).
With/as
above, f*(BxGH) and (f*B)xGH are canonically bundle isomorphic;
(x, bh)i->(x,b)h.
If B'^B is a principal subbundle that reduces the group G
to a subgroup, then corresponding associated bundles are canonically isomorphic:
B'xGHxBxGH.
If (E, M, it) is a vector bundle, AP(E) is its pth exterior power; however, when
E=T(M), AP(T(M)) is abbreviated to AP(M). The pth exterior power of a vector
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bundle map A: F-^F will be denoted AP(A): A"(F) ->- AP(F). Only real vector
bundles will be considered.
1.2 Differential forms. Let (F, M, -n) be a smooth vector bundle, over M. A
differential p form on M with values in F is a smooth A/-vector bundle map
w. AP(M) -> F. The set of differential p forms on M with values in F is thus in
one-to-one correspondence with the smooth sections of the vector bundle
Horn (AP(A/), F). Recall that for finite-dimensional vector spaces V and W there
is a canonical isomorphism between Horn (Ap( V), W) and the space of alternating
^-linear maps of V into W. Applying this to vector bundles F and F over M
yields a canonical Af-vector bundle isomorphism between Horn (AP(F), F) and
Altp (E, F). Consequently, if w is a p form on M with values in F, then for each
xe M, w\ap(MKx)may be considered either as a linear map Ap(M)(x)-*■ F(x) or as
an alternating p linear map Mx -* F(x). If F=Mx V, the space of differential p
forms on M with values in F will be identified (by composition with projection
on the second factor) with the space of differential p forms on M with values in
the vector space V. When V=R, these are, of course, the real-valued p forms on M.
Let Fu ..., F, also be smooth vector bundles over M and q>:F, © • • • © F, —>F
a smooth / multilinear M-map. Suppose that for each / (1 ^/^/), tot is a//¡-form on
M with values in F¡, then there is a unique />= 2'=i />¡ form a>, A «,- • ■A „««, on M
with values in F called the exterior product of the a>¡with respect to <p.wx A 0 ■■■A „ t«,
is defined by the formula : for et,..., vp e Mx,
wx A»--(1.2.1)

A, wfa,...,

= 2

vPí, vPl + 1,...,

sgn (oypTwiiVrt»,...,

vPl+Pa,...,...,

vaiPl)), w2(va(Pi + 1-„...,

vp)
vaiPl + P2)),...,

w,(...

t>ff(p))]

a

where a runs over the (pu p2,...,

p¡) shuffle permutations

of {1, 2,...,p},

that is,

if 0 ¿ n ^ / -1 and (using p0 = 0) 2f- o Pi < ' <j = Z"=o1Pi, then a(i) < a(j). In particular, if w is a 1 form with values in F, then Apü>is a/? form with values in AP(F) and

A'tüfo, ...,»„)*=

p\ cu^j) A • • • A aj(l)p).

Let /: N -> Af be smooth and o> be a /? form on M with values in F. Let

h = w o Ap(7/): AP(A) ->•F. Then A (see 1.1) is a /> form on A with values in/*F.

Awill be denoted by 8fw and called the pull back ofw underf;f* ° S/io= a) o Ap(Tf).
Pulling back commutes with exterior multiplication (for example, if q>:F, © F2 -*■F
is as above, f*<p:f*F1 ©/*F2^/*F
and 8f(w1A<fw2) = 8fw1Af.08fw2). Pulling
back is contravariant with respective to composition (if g: M^-M
is smooth,

Kg0f)o>= 8f(Sgw)).
Let (B, M, n, G) be a smooth principal G bundle and p : G -> Aut V a representation of the group G on the finite-dimensional vector space V. Recall that a p
form w on 5 with values in V is p-equivariant if 6rff<u= /3(a_1) o ¿u for each a eG.
w is ir-horizontal if <«(t>i,..., t;p)= 0 whenever some r¡ is vertical (that is F7r(t;i)= 0).
Let E=Bx° V be the vector bundle over M associated to B by p. If a» is a p-
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equivariant, ^--horizontal p form on B with values in V, then oß, the associated
form of co, is a p form on M with values in E defined as follows. If x e M and
vx, ■■-,vpe Mx, choose b e B(x) and vx,..., vp e Bb such that 7Vt?f= v{, i=l,..
.,p,

and put
(1.2.2)

w#(vx, ...,v„)

= b- w(vx,...,

vp).

oß is a smooth form; for details see [6, pp. 98-99]. There is a canonical 5-isomorphism

(1.2.3)

ir*E x Bx V,

(b, b-v)h-> (b, v).

The natural map tt* : n*E ->- E, (b, e) i-> e is the composition of this isomorphism

with the bundle projection Bx V->E, (b,v)\-^bv.
B x V by means of (1.2.3) then
(1.2.4)

Iff: N^Mis

(1.2.5)

When n*E is identified with

8tt(w#) = oj.

smooth then/*: f*B-> B and

8f(uß) = (8/^)#

1.3 Differential ideals. Recall that an ideal in the ring of real-valued differential
forms on M is a differential ideal if it is finitely generated and closed under the
operations of exterior differentiation and projection into the homogeneous forms
of the various degrees. It will be assumed that there are no 0 forms (that is, functions) in the differential ideals discussed here. If ru...,
rk are a finite collection of
homogeneous forms on M, the ideal I(tx, . . ., rk) generated by n> • •... T&and their
differentials drx,.. .,drk is a differential ideal, said to be the differential ideal
generated by tx, ..., rk. Let / be a differential ideal on M. If E"<^MX is a p-dimensional subspace, then E" is an integral plane of I if t|ep = 0 for all t e /. A submanifold (N,f) of M is an integral manifold of / if S/V vanishes on A/ for all t e /
(equivalently if Tf(Nx) is an integral plane of / for all x e N). The collection
I"(M) of all integral p planes of / is topologized as a subspace of the Grassmann

manifold of p planes @"(M). When /? = 0, E°<=MX is identified with x, so by the
standing assumption I°(M) = M. If E"<^MX, the polar space ofEp with respect to I,
H(EP, I), is the subspace of Mx annihilated by all linear functional of the form
i(vx A • • • A v„)t where vx,..., vq e E", t is a q+1 form in / and O^q^p.
Clearly

E" e P(M) if and only if Fpc H(E", I). If E" ~1c Ep, then Ep e IP(M) if and only
if EP<^H(EP~X, I). E° is a regular 0 plane if the dimension of H(£°, I) is constant
for E° in a neighborhood of E°. An integral plane Ep is regular if it contains a
regular integral p— 1 plane and the dimension of H(£", I) is constant for Ep in

some neighborhood of Ep in IP(M).
For each /= 1,..., / let t¡ be an st form on M with values in the vector bundle
(F, M, 7r). Suppose that Fis associated to a principal bundle over M by the action
of its group as automorphisms of the ^-dimensional vector space V. Let/,..
.,fk
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be any basis of V*. For xe M choose a vector chart y. ir'x(ß^)->- %9x V over
some neighborhood 4if„ of x. Define real-valued s¡ forms rtj on ^ by
Tif = / o (projection

on F) ° <p° t¡,

1 íS / ^ /, 1 ^ y á k.

Then /(r^s/^n,...,
r,fc) is a differential ideal defined on ^„. If the forms
Ty are similarly defined using a chart <p' over <#V, it is easily verified that /(t(í)

= I(t¡j) over ^

n <?Sr,..In particular, for each xe M, tu ..., t, define an ideal

I(tu ..., t,, x)=/(tí;)|Mx in the Grassmann algebra A(MX). EP(^MX is an integral
plane of (tu ..., t¡) if it is an integral plane for some /(riy) (equivalently if

I(tu ..., t¡, x)|Bp= 0). (Np,f) is an integral manifold of(tu ..., t¡) if S/tj, ..., 8fr¡
vanish on Ap (equivalently, if Tf(N%) is an integral plane of (tu ..., t¡) for each
xeNp).
Let H(EP, (tu ..., r¡)) = H(Ep, I(rtj)) and define an integral plane Fp

of (t1; ..., t¡) to be regular by replacing H(ËP, I) with H(EP, (tu ..., t¡)) in the
definition above (equivalently, by requiring Fp to be a regular integral plane of
some /(rfi)).

1.4 FAe Cartan-Kahler Theorem. A proof of the following theorem appears in
[5, pp. 19-28]. It is a preliminary form of the Cartan-Kahler Theorem.

Theorem 1.4.1. Let I be a differential ideal on the manifold M. Suppose that (Np ~l,
inclusion) is a (p— l)-dimensional integral manifold of I whose tangent plane A£-1
at x is a regular integral plane with dimension of H(N¡~1,1) equal to p.
Then, assuming all the data is real analytic, there is a neighborhood W of x
in M and a unique real analytic p-dimensional integral manifold (Np, inclusion)
of I passing through x, contained in *% and containing the connected component
ofNp-xr\OU through x. Moreover, NP = H(NP~\ I).

In view of the preceding discussion this theorem remains valid when the differential ideal /is replaced by a finite set (rl3..., t¡) of differential forms on M with
values in a vector bundle F In fact, work within a single neighborhood 'rV,,of x
and translate from (tu ..., t¡) to /=/(ry).

2. Standard spaces, bundles and isomorphisms.
2.1 Standard spaces. Let Euclidean space, Rm, be equipped with its standard
inner product in which ^ = (1,..., 0),..., rm= (0,..., 0, 1) is an orthonormal
basis. Via ru ..., rm, 0(m), the group of isometries of Rm, is identified with the
group of m x m orthogonal
matrices. rx A • ■• A rm e Am(Rm) is the standard
orientation of Rm. The subgroup of orientation preserving isometries, SO(m), is
identified with the orthogonal matrices of determinant one. Finally, the Lie
algebra o(m) of 0(m), that is, the set of skew adjoint transformations of Rm, is
identified with the skew symmetric mxm matrices.
For any p, 0<p<m, the subspace span [rl3..., rp} of Rm is identified with R"
and the subspace span {rp+ 1,..., rm}is identified with Rm'pin the obvious manner.
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This yields an orthogonal direct sum decomposition
Rm = Rp ® Rm-p,

R" c Rm, Rm-p c Rm.

0(p) and SO(p) are then identified with subgroups of 0(m) which act as the
identity on Rm'p, while 0(m—p) is identified with the subgroup that acts as the
identity on Rp. In particular, using the matrix notation:

GxO(m-p)

0

IG

= '0

0(m),

G = 0(p)

or

SO(p).

0(m-p)

o(p) is identified with the subalgebra of o(m) whose members annihilate Rm~",
o(m—p) is identified with the subalgebra whose members annihilate Rp and
Horn (Rp, Rm~") is identified with the subspace whose members carry Rp into
Rm-p and Rm'p into R". Together these spaces yield a direct sum decomposition

(2.1.1)

o(m) = o(p) © o(m -p) © Horn (Rp, Rm~p)

which in matrices is the correspondence

(c Tí
Similarly, if 0<q<p<m,

(A, B, C).

Rm= R" © Rp-> © Rn-p. Set

Y(q,p) = 0(q)xO(p-q)xO(m-p)

c 0(m)

and

S Y(q,p) = Y(q,p) n [SO(p)xO(m-p)]
Furthermore,
(2.1.2)

^ 0(m).

o(q) © o(m—q) has a direct sum decomposition

o(q) © o(m-q)

= o(q) © o(p-q)

© o(m-p)

© Horn (/?""«, Rm~p)

which in matrices is the correspondence

{A 0
0

B

\0

D

0 \
-Dl \<r+(A,B, C,D).

C)

If V and W are vector spaces and £/<=V is a subspace, then Horn (U; V, W)
denotes the subspace of Horn (V, W) consisting of the homomorphisms whose
kernels contain U. In particular, there is a direct sum decomposition

(2.1.3)

Horn (Rp, Rm-p) = Horn (/?"-"; Rp, Rm-p) © Horn (/?«; R", Rm~p).

Here Tt^(Tq, Tp.q) where Tk = T o (projection on Rk), k=q or p-q. If o(q)
©o(m—q) is included in o(m) then using the decompositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.1,
Horn (Rp-Q, Rm-p) is included in Horn (Rp, Rm~p) as the subspace

HomCR"; Rp,Rm~p).
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Suppose x' A'-s- Aut (V) and X: K^- Aut (W) are representations of the group
K as automorphisms of the vector spaces V and W.
X © A: K -> Aut ( K © H7) is defined to be the representation such that

(x®m)=x(k)®x(k).
Horn (x, A): A"->-Aut (Horn (K, W)) is defined to be the representation
that Horn (x, X)(k)T=X(k) ° F° y^"1) for each Te Horn (V, W).

such

Let G be O(p) or SO(p) in the following two paragraphs.
I: 0(w)—>-0(m) is the identity representation. Its restriction to GxO(m—p)
preserves the splitting Rm= Rp ® Rm~p and hence decomposes into a direct sum
Pp © Pm-p °f subrepresentations
where

pp: GxO(m-p)-^G

and

pm_p: GxO(m-p)^

0(m-p)

are the projections.
Adm: 0(m) —>Aut (o(w))

restriction

to

GxO(m—p)

Horn (/?p, Rm~p) and

is the adjoint

preserves

decomposes

into

© Horn (pp, pm-p) of subrepresentations.

representation;

the

splitting

a direct

sum

Adm = Hom (/,/).

Its

o(m) = o(p) © o(m —p) ©
Adp° pp © Adm"po pm_p

In fact, if <j= (<jp,om_p)e Gx 0(m—p),

= (Ad* c Pp(o)A, Ad"1"" o Pm_p(a)B, Horn (Pp, Pm-p)(<j)C).

Thus, for the subgroups G x 0(m —p) :

(2.1.4a)

I=Pp@Pm-p

and
(2.1.4b)

Adm = AdpoPp@Adm-popm_p®

Horn (Pp, Pm_p).

Let G denote r(ç, p) or ST(<7,/?) in this paragraph. The restriction of pp to G
preserves the splitting RP = R" © Rp~" and so decomposes into the direct sum of
subrepresentations
(2.1.4c)

Pp = Pa@Pp-<I

where pq and pp-q are the projections of G into 0(q) and 0(p—q) respectively.
The restriction of the representation Horn (pp, pm-p) to G preserves the splitting
2.1.3 and decomposes into the direct sum of subrepresentations

(2.1.4d)

Horn (Pp, Pm.p) = Horn (Pq ®Jp-q, pm-p) © Horn (/„ © Pp.q, Pm_p)

where Jk: G —>0(k), k=q orp —q, is the trivial representation.
The homogeneous spaces
1. &p(Rm)= 0(m)/[0(p) x 0(m -/?)],
2. &p0(Rm)
= 0(m)/[SO(p) x 0(m -p)],
3. &p(Rm; R") = [0(q)xO(m-q)]/T(q,p),

4. n(Rm; R")= [0(q) x 0(m -q)]/SF(q, p), q ip,
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are Grassman manifolds; in each of them the coset of o is identified with the p
plane P=a(Rp). In the second and fourth, P is an oriented plane, P +, where
+ =o(r1)A--Ao(rp)
= Ap(o)(r1A---Arp)eAp(P).
In cases three and four, P
contains the subspace Rq = o(R").

dim S?p(Fm)= dim á?g(/T) = p(m-p);
dim (Sp(Rm; Rq) = dim &p0(Rm;R") = (p-q)(m-p).
The inclusion map 0(q) x 0(m —q) -*■0(m) induces smooth maps
(Sp(Rm; R") -> &p(Rm)

and

&p0(Rm; R") -> ^p0(Rm).

These maps embed their domains homeomorphicaily
as submanifolds of their
ranges, [4, p. 115, Proposition 4.4]. Under the interpretation, above, of the elements
of the homogeneous spaces asp planes in a fixed vector space /?"*,these embeddings
may be taken to be inclusions. Consequently, the two diagrams

0(q)xO(m-q)

0(q)xO(m-q)

0(m)

0(m)

and

(2.1.5)
gp(Rm; Rq)

r£p(Rm)

<3&Rm\R")

^l(Rm)

commute where the vertical maps are bundle projections. Thus at the identity of
0(q) x 0(m—q), there are commutative diagrams:
o(q)@o(m-q)

o(m)

o(q)@o(m-q)

o(m)

and

(2.1.6)

^(n-

S?P(/T;FV

W";/?V<

sW)k-

In (2.1.6) each left-hand projection annihilates the vertical subspace o(q) ©
°(p—i) © o(m—q) ©0 and thus maps Horn (Rp~q, Rm~p) isomorphically onto
its image. Similarly the right-hand projection annihilates o(p) © o(m—p) © 0 and
maps Horn (Rp, Rm~p) isomorphically onto its image.
Proposition

2.1.1. There are canonical isomorphisms
1Sp(Rm,R")Rp X Horn (Rp-", Rm~p)

and
S?P(F"V « Horn (Rp, Rm~p).
When @"(Rm; R") is included in cSp(Rm) as a submanifold,
onto the subspace

&p(Rm; R")Rv is carried

Horn (Rq; R", Rm~p) of ^v(Rm)Rp by the transformation

that

sends F: Rp~q -> Rm~p into 0 © F: R" © Rp-q = Rp -> Rm~p. The same result holds
for the oriented Grassmannians

^p0(Rm; R") and ^l(Rm) at Rp +.
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Proof. The isomorphisms are those that arise from diagram (2.1.6). The transformation <$"(Rm; Rq)Rp-> ($p(Rm)n* is found by using the decompositions (2.1.1),

(2.1.2) and (2.1.3) in the diagram (2.1.6). Q.E.D.
2.2 Standard bundles. Let (F(M), M, tt2, 0(m)) be the bundle of frames of the
Riemannian manifold M; dim M=m. An element be F(M) will be considered
interchangeably as the isometry b: Rm -> MRz(b)or as the frame
{ex, ...,em\ei

= b(r¡), i = 1,...,

m}.

The associated bundle
(&P(M) = F(M)x°™&p(Rm),

M,px)

is the Grassmann manifold of p planes tangent to M. b-P is considered as the plane
b(P)<=MnsW. There is a principal fibration (F(M), &P(M), trx, 0(p)x 0(m-p))
where TTX(b)
= b(Rp). The associated bundle

C&&M) = F(M) x °(m)&Z(Rm),M, po)
is the Grassmann manifold of oriented p planes tangent to M. b-P+ is considered as
the plane b(P)<^Mn2m with the orientation it inherits from F+ via b. There is a
principal fibration (F(M), V&M), -n0,SO(p)xO(m-p))
where 7T0(b)= b(Rp)+ and
+ =b(rx) A •• • A b(rp). The opposite orientation to + will be denoted —. There is a
principal fibration (^l(M),^p(M),z,0(\))
where z(P±)=P.
This fibration is

preserved by the antipodal map A0: ^l(M) -*■^g(M) where A0(P±)=PW. The
bundle projections are summarized in the commutative diagram:

F(M)

(2.2.1)

WO

*

Let
¡cgi = FrM)x°™*Wm-p,>Rp, <SP(M), projection),
(S?1 = F(M)xWp)xCHm-p>Rm-p, <8p(M), projection),
(<&l = /r(yl/)xso(p)xo(m-p)ÄP5

cgftM),

(0¿ = F(M)xSO(p)*°<m-p>Rm-p,

be the vector bundles associated

to F(M)

Pp\soip)*cxm-p) and pm-p|so(P)xo(m-p) respectively.

projection)

and

<&&M), projection)

by the representations
The bundles

pp, pm-p,

(ST and ^arecalled

the canonical vector bundles and the bundles ^L and 'Sq are called the canonical
normal bundles. These names are used for the following reason. If b e F(M), let
x = TT2(b),P=b(Rp) = nx(b),P+ =7T0(b) where +=Ap(b)(rxA ■•• Arp), and _l_P<=Mx
be the orthogonal complement of P<^MX. If r belongs to R" or Rm~p (as the case
may be) consider br as b(r)eMx.
Then the fibers @T(TTX(b))
and ^5(wo(/)) are

identified with P and the fibers ^L(-rrx(b))and ^hi^oib)) are identified with ±P.
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These four bundles are thus Euclidean vector bundles. That is, the fibers are
equipped with inner products that vary smoothly with the base point; <A-r, bs}
= <£(/•), ¿>(í)>= <r,í>.

Horn (9T, ^1) and Horn (@l, ^¿) are the vector bundles associated to F(M)
by the representations Horn (Pp, pm_p) and Horn (pp, pm_p)|S0(p)><0(m_j,)
respectively.
@T© &L and @l © ^o are the vector bundles associated to F(M) by the representations

pp © Pm-p = /|o(p)©0(m-p)

ar,d

pp © /3m-p|sO(p)œO(m-p) = /|so(p)®0(m-p)

respectively. Since the tangent bundle T(M) = F(M)x°(m) Rm is the vector bundle
over M associated to F(Af) by the representation /, so pfT(M) =p%F(M) x °(m)Rm
is the vector bundle over 9P(M) associated to p*F(M) by the representation /
by §1.1. But F(M) is a reduction of the group of p*F(M) (namely 0(m)) to the
subgroup 0(p)x 0(m-p). Hence, by §1.1, there is a canonical isomorphism

(2.2.2a)

$T © 9s- ss p\T(M);

br + b-s^^b),

b(r + s)).

By the same reasoning,

(2.2.2b)

n © áf¿ ss p%T(M).

Similarly,
(2.2.3a)

9% X z*9T,

(2.2.3b)

S?¿ X z*9L.

The bundle 91 has as additional structure, a canonical orientation, that is, a
natural cross section c: 9l(M)-^
Ap(9l) of its p fold exterior product. For

F+ e9p0(M), &%(P+) has been identified with P. Define c(P+)=+.

A routine

computation using a local section of F(M) over 9\,(M) shows that c is a smooth
section. With respect to the Euclidean structure on Ap(9l), c is a unit cross section.
For each q, 0<q<p, c determines a smooth vector bundle map

A: A"(9Z)^A»-(9T0)

as follows: if u e Aq(9\)(P +) and i?e Ap-q(9l)(P +), then <A(w),tj>=-<c(F+), wAt;.
In particular, if q=p— 1 and i^ A • • • A »„= +, then
(2.2.4)

h(vx A • • • A »,_! A »,+1 A • • • A vp) = (-l)p-iiv

2.3 Standard isomorphisms. The vertical subspace of the tangent space at a
point A of a bundle Swill be denoted V(b), however, if Sis the total space of several
fibrations the different vertical subspaces will be distinguished by superscripting
V(b) with the appropriate bundle projections.
Let <pbe the one form of the Riemannian connection on F(M); see [2, pp. 129131]. If gb : 0(m) ->■F(M)(n2(b)) denotes the diffeomorphism ai->Aa, then <p
is an Adm-equivariant form with values in o(m) such that

(2.3.1)

<pU"2(b)= [Fgtlidentlty]-1-
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Tp, 9m-p and <pp,m-pwill denote the composition of ¡p with, respectively, the first,
second and third projections in the decomposition (2.1.1). There is, for each
b e F(M), a commutative diagram
gb

0(m)

F(M)(n2(b))

9p(Rm) ■

9p(M)(n2(b))

where n and -rr1 are bundle projections and 9b is the diffeomorphism Fi->A(F).
At the tangent space to the identity of 0(m) there is then a commutative diagram
o(m) —

Tgb

-* V"2(b)

Tit
Y

9p(Rm)R,

As in (2.1.6), ker Tn = o(p) © o(m-p)
(2.3.2)

T9b

Y

VHMb)).

so that

V*i(b) = ker Tn, = Tgb(o(p) © o(m -p)).

Thus by (2.3.1),
<Pp.m-p\v"Hb) = 0

and <pp,m-p is
variant. Let 0
values in Horn
corresponding

a ^-horizontal
form. By (2.1.4b) <pp,m-p is Horn (p„_ pm_p) equi= ç>p-m_p#(see (1.2.2)) be the associated one form on 9V(M) with
(9T, 91). <pp,m-pis also 7r0-horizontal; (¡>0= <Pp.m-p/fwill denote the
one form on 9P.(M) with values in Horn (9%, 9q). Plainly, SzQ)= O0.

Proposition 2.3.1. FAe restriction of the form <t>to the vertical subbundle Vpi
of the tangent bundle T(9P(M)) is a 9p(M)-isomorphism of Kpi onto Horn (9T, 91).

In particular, VP^(P)X Horn (F, ±F). Similarly, 4>0defines a 9l(M)-isomorphism
of Kpoonto Horn (91, 9%) and Vp°(P+)xHom (P, ±P).

Proof. Suppose F=tt1(A). By (2.3.2)
F^:
is an isomorphism.

Tgb(Hom (Rp, Rm~p)) -> V"i(P)

Thus,

1>(Fpi(P)) = ^(Ftt! o FgJHom (Fp, Rm-")])
= b(<pp,m_p(Tgb[Hom (Rp, FT "")]))

= A-[Horn (Rp, Rm~p)] = Horn (F, J_F) = Horn (9T, 91)(P).
The oriented case proceeds in the same way. Q.E.D.
The isomorphisms in the proposition are in fact independent of the choice of
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connection since they depend on <p only through the equivariance and (2.3.1);
properties shared by all connections.
Let H=ker<p be the horizontal distribution on F(M) associated with <p.Then
K=TttxH=ker 0 is a distribution on ^P(M); as a subbundle of T(<gp(M)) it is a
complement to V"i. K is the horizontal distribution on @P(M). Similarly, K0
= Tn0H=ker O0 is the horizontal distribution on &P0(M). By (2.1.4b), <pp®<pm-p
is Adm|Gx0(m_p) = Adp° pp © Adm~p° pm_p equivariant

and is the one form of a

connection on F(M) over &P(M) or &l(M). The horizontal distribution
connection will be denoted H: H(b) = H(b) + Tgb(Hom (Rp, Rm~p)).

of this

Let w be the natural one form on F(M); cu(b) = b~1 ° Tn2. w is a 772horizontal,
/-equivariant form with values in Rm. oß, the associated one form on M with values
in T(M) is the identity map. wp and ojm_p will denote the compositions of w with
the first and second projections respectively in the decomposition Rm = Rp © Rm~p.
From the first structural equation of the Riemannian connection, dco= —<pAa>,it

follows that
(2.3.3a)

dwp = -cpp a oP + (<Pp,m-Py A tum_pand

(2.3.3b)

dwm_p = -<pp>m_p A wp-cpn_p

A a>m_p.

co„ and oim-p are each w0 and iri horizontal; by (2.1.4a), copis pp-equivariant while
cum_p is pm_ „-equivariant.
Let ojt = w/ and <«j±= a»m_p# be the associated one
forms on <SP(M) with values in 'S7 and ^x respectively. Similarly define ojq = u>p#

and a)¿ = tüm_p#on &l(M) with values in ^% and a?¿ respectively. Plainly w%=8zwT

and ü)¿= Szü>í. Suppose that ue&p(M)P;
such that Fn-1(5)= w. Then

choose b e F(M)(P) and üeF(M)b

û>r|p(i<) = b(u)p(u)) = b ■(projection on Rp ° b'1 ° Ttt2(Q)).

So under the identification of &T(P) with F for any P e <Sl(M)
(2.3.4a)

ojT\p = (projection on P)° Tpx.

Similarly
(2.3.4b)

wL\P = (projection on A_P)°Tpx

and, for any P+ e<$p0(M)

(2.3.5a)

">l\p+ = (projection on P)° Tp0,

(2.3.5b)

">o|p+ = (projection on J_P)° Tp0.

In particular,

wT © e^\K: K-+ <$T© <SL and o*Z+ a>b\Ko:K0^&T0®

S?¿ are

^P(M) and &KM) vector bundle isomorphisms respectively. Thus
coT © a)1 © <D: F(^P(A/))

-> 3?r © ^x © Horn (S?r, S?1)

and

°>ï© »¿ © <V F(^S(A/))-> ^5 © Sf¿© Horn (SfJ,S?¿)
provide direct sum decompositions

folds.

of the tangent bundles of the Grassman mani-
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on M. The bundle of adapted

frames of D is the submanifold F(D)<=F(M) where

F(D) = {be F(M) | b(Rq) = D(^2(b))}.
(F(D), M, tt2) is a principal fibration that reduces the group of F(M) to 0(q)
x 0(m-q). Thus 9"(M) andF(D) x °«ù*°<»-<t>9p(Rm) are canonically isomorphic.

The associated bundle
(9p(D) = F(D) x °(* * 0(m"«>9p(Rm ; R"), M, px)
is the bundle of p-planes containing D. b-P e 9P(D) is considered as the plane A(F)
<=M„ain and it contains b(R*) = D(Tr2(b)). The inclusion 9p(Rm; R") -> 9p(Rm) of
(2.1.5) induces an inclusion /: 9P(D) -*■9P(M) as a subbundle over M. The reciprocal image i*F(M) = F(M)\9p(D) is a principal 0(p)xO(m-p)
bundle over

9p(D). F(D) is also a submanifold of F(M)\9P(D) where beF(D) is identified
with (A(FP),A)= (F, b) e F(M)\9p(D). (F(D),9p(D),tt1) is a principal fibration
that reduces the group of F(M)\9P(D) to T(q,p). In particular, 9T\9P(D) and the
vector bundle F(D)xr(q'p)RP,
associated to F(D) by the restriction of pp to
F(q,p) are canonically isomorphic. Thus, by (2.1.4c) 9T\9P(D) decomposes into a
direct sum of subbundles
(9T-q = F(D)xr(q-p'lRq,

9p(D), projection)

and
(9T-p-q = F(D)xr<q-p>Rp-q, 9p(D), projection)
associated to F(D) by the representations pq and pv_q respectively. By the identification 9T\9p(D)(P)=P, b-r\^b(r), there is a natural isomorphism 9T-q(P)xD(p1(P))
and a natural isomorphism 9T-p-q(P)xP r\±D(pl(P)). Similarly,
Hom(9T,91)\9p(D)
and the vector bundle F(Z>) x r<«-p>
Horn (Fp, Fm-p), associated to F(D) by the
restriction of Horn (pp, pm-p) to T(q, p), are canonically isomorphic. By (2.1.4d)
the bundle Horn (9T, 9L)\9P(D) decomposes into a direct sum of subbundles

Yfon\(9T'p-q;

9T\9P(D), 9L\9P(D)) = F(D) x r(«-p)Horn (Rp-q; Rp, Rm~p)

and
Horn (9T-q; 9T\9P(D), 9L\9P(D)) = F(D) x r<«-'>Hom (Rq; Rp, Rm~p),
associated
to F(D) by the representations
Horn (pq ®Jp-q,
Horn (Jq © pp-q, pm-p) respectively. There are natural isomorphisms

Horn (9T-p-q; 9T\9P(D), 91\9P(D))(P)
Horn (9T-q; 9T\9»(D), 9^\9P(D))(P)

pm-p)

and

x Horn (F n ±D(Pl(P)); F, IF),
X Horn (D(p1(P)); P, ±P).

(91(D), M, po), the bundle of oriented p planes containing D, is constructed in
the same way; (F(D), 9PQ(D),tt0) is a principal SY(q,p) fibration and the vector
bundles 91-" and 9%-p~qare associated by the representations pq and pp_9 restricted

to ST(q,p), respectively.
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Proposition 2.3.2. Let D be a smooth q-dimensional distribution on M; q<p.
When (@P(D), i) is considered as a submanifold of @P(M), the restriction of 8i<I>
to the vertical subbundle KpfD of the tangent bundle TSP(D) is a @P(D) isomorphism

of Vpi-Donto the subbundle
Horn (ST-«; ^T\^P(D),

of Horn (SF, ^X)\^P(D). In particular,

yL\<$p(D))

Vpi-D(P)xHom (D(px(P)); P, ±P). Simi-

larly, S/í>0 defines a ^%(D) isomorphism of V"o-D onto

Horn W;

n\&po(D),9i\9RD))

and Vpo-D(P+)xUom (D(p0(P+)); P, ±P).
Proof. Let P e &P(D) and choose b e F(D) so that irx(b)=P. The diagram

0(q)xO(m-q)-

^0(m)
gt

f

f

F(D) o F(D)(-n2(b))-

F(M)(n2(b))

c F(M)

^i
&>(D) = &p(D)(n2(b))

&P(M)(TT2(b))

c <gp(M)

commutes, where each i is inclusion, each nx is bundle projection and each gb is
the diffeomorphism a\-^-ba. Thus at the identity of 0(q)xO(m—q)
there is a
commutative diagram

i

o(q) © o(m-q)->

o(m)

Tgb

Ti
V*2-D(b) -

-> V"*(b)
Tttx

Tirx

V"i-D(P)-

Ti

-* Vpi(P)

where VnvD(b) is the vertical subspace of F(D)b as a bundle over M, VP^D(P) is the
vertical subspace of &"(D)P as a bundle over M, each horizontal map is injective,
each Tttx is surjective and each Tgb is bijective. As in the proof of Proposition

2.3.1,
Tttx: Tgb[Hom (Rp, Rm-p)] -> V"i(P)
is an isomorphism.

Hence, by the commutativity

of the preceding diagram and

(2.1.2),
(*)

Tnx: Tgb[Hom (Rp-\

Rm~p)] -> Vpi-D(P)
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is an isomorphism. Thus

/*Si4>(Kpi-D(P))= 0(F/(Kpi-D(F))) = OXFtt!o Tgb» /(Horn (Rp~q, Rm~p)))
= A(«pp,m_p o Fg6(Hom (Rq; R», F"-p)))

= A (Horn (Rq; Rp, Fm"p)) = /JA (Horn (Rq; R", Rmp))]
= ¡JHom (9T-q; 9T\9"(D), 9^\9P(D))(P)\
The proof for the oriented Grassmann manifold proceeds similarly. Q.E.D.
The isomorphisms in the proposition are again independent of the choice of
connection. Using (*) it is easy to establish a canonical 9"(D) isomorphism
K"i'Di;Hom (9T-p-q, 91-) directly. This comment and Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
may be considered as an extension of Proposition 2.2.1.
Let f:N^> Mm be a smooth map and D a smooth a-dimensional distribution
along/(that
is, D(x)<^Mnx) for each xe A). Assume that q<p<m.
The bundle

of adapted frames of D is the submanifold F(D) off*F(M) where

F(D) = {(x, A)ef*F(M) \ b(Rq)= D(x)}.
(F(D), N,tt2) is a reduction of f*F(M) to the subgroup 0(q)xO(m—q)
so that
F(D)xWq)*°im-q)9<'(Rm)
and f*9p(M)
are canonically
isomorphic.
(9P(D)
= F(D)xWq^0(-m-q)9p(Rm;
R"), N,px) is the bundle of p planes containing D and

is included, i: 9p(D)^f*9"(M),
as a subbundle over N. F(D)<=i*f*F(M)
=f*F(M)\9p(D). (F(D), 9P(D), itj) is a principal fibration reducing the group of
/*F(M)|^P(D),
namely 0(p)xO(m—p),
to the subgroup T(q,p). In the manner
described above, this reduction induces splittings of the vector bundles

{f*)*9T\9p(D)

and

C/*)*Horn (9T, 91)\9P(D)

as follows:

(2.3.6a)

(f*)*9T\9p(D) = (fJW

®(f*)*9T-p-q,

(/*)* Horn (9T, 9±)\9p(D)

(2.3.6b)

= Horn [(fjMF«; (f*)*9T\9p(D),(f¿)*9x\9p(D)]

© Horn [(f*)*9T-p-q;(f*)*9T\9p(D), (f¿*9^\9p(D)\
C/* is the natural map: f*9p(M) -> 9P(M)).
The construction of the vector bundles over the bundle of oriented p planes
containing D, (9p,(D) = F(D)x°™*Wm-q>9pl(Rm; R"), N, p0), proceeds similarly.

The forms O and % pull back to forms 8f*<5>
and 8f*®0onf*9p(M) andf*9p0(M)
respectively and have values in (/*)* Horn (9T, 91) and (/*)* Horn (9%, 9$
respectively.

Proposition

2.3.3. Letf: A —>M be a smooth map and D a smooth q-dimensional

(q<p) distribution along f.
The restriction

of o/*Q> to the vertical subbundle

VPi of the tangent bundle

T(f*9p(M)) is an f*9p(M) isomorphism of Vpi onto (/*)* Horn (9T, 9L). In
particular, ^(F) is Horn (F, J_P).
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When (&P(D), i) is considered as a submanifold of f*@p(M), the restriction of
ô(/* o i)(t> to the vertical subbundle Vpi-D of the tangent bundle T(&P(D)) is an
@P(D) isomorphism of Vpi-D onto the subbundle

Horn((f*)*yT-q;(f*)*%TW*(D),
(h)*^\<Sp(D))
of(f*)* Horn (&T, ^)\^P(D).

In particular

V"i-D(P) « Horn (D(px(P)); P, ±P).
In the oriented case corresponding
S(/* o /)q>0 to vertical subbundles.

isomorphisms

are obtained

by restricting

The proof of Proposition 2.3.3 is a repetition of the techniques used in the proofs

of Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
3. Parallel tangent bundle isometries.

3.1 Theparallelism of a TBI. G: T(N) -»■T(M).
Let g: N"->■ Mm be a (not necessarily isometric) immersion of Riemannian
manifolds. Let E and F be Euclidean vector bundles over N and M respectively
and let G: E ->■F be a smooth g-map of vector bundles.
Definition. G is a Euclidean map along g if it maps fibers F(x) isometrically

into fibers F(g(x)). If in addition, F= T(N) and F= T(M) then G is a tangent bundle
isometry (TBI) along g.
If g: N-> M is an isometric immersion, then plainly Tg: T(N)-+T(M)
is a
TBI along g.
A TBI G along g determines a smooth lift G of g into <&P(M)by the formula
G(x) = (g(x),G(Nx)). (Foot points will sometimes be given, for emphasis.) The
reciprocal images of bundles over y(M) under G determine bundles over N;
these are related by a commutative diagram:

F(G) = G*F(M) -^-*

F(M)

b
_
b
<?s(G)
= G*n{M)^-* nw)
(3.1.1)

i

zl

1
r
N-►

^"(M)

Here F(G) is F(im G), the bundle of adapted frames of the distribution im G
along g; im G(x) = G(Nx)<^MgM for each xeN. &P0(G)is 0g(im G), the bundle of
oriented p planes containing im G. ^g(G) is a two sheet covering of N and will be
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referred to as the orientation covering of N by G. n0: F(G)^- 0g(G) is an SO(p)
x 0(m —p) fibration, ttx = z°tt0: F(G) ->■N is an O(p) x 0(m —p) fibration. Let

(3.1.2)

G\ixM(u) = (èU-O"1 » G\NxoTttx(u)

define a 1 form G on F(G) with values in Rp. ô is a smooth, ^-horizontal,
ppequivariant 1 form. Let G' = (G)# be the associated 1 form on N with values in
(G)*@T, the vector bundle associated to F(G) by the representation pp. G is also
7T0-horizontal and pP|so(p)xo<m-p> equivariant; let G" = (G)* be the associated 1
form on ^o(G) with values in (G^)*^l, the vector bundle associated to F(G) by
the representation

pp | sow xo<m-p)- Clearly,

(3.1.3)

8zG' = G".

Let ue Nx and choose b = (x, b) e F(G)(x) and w e F(G)b so that Tttxü=u, then by

(3.1.2) and (2.2.2a):

(3 1 4)

G{U) = (X' b)'(Ö(Ö)) = (X' b)'(*15,1° G|"'° TnÁÜ))
= (x,G\Nx(u))

= gi\G(u))

where g*: g*T(M) = G*(S?r) © G*(^) -+ F(M).
(3.1.5)

Gx = G*(^)

= {(x, ») eg*F(A/)|i;

e ±G(NX) c Mg(x)}

is ine normal bundle of G. The 1 form <I>on ^P(M) pulls back to a 1 form on TV;

8G<D:T(N) -> G* Horn (^r, ^) = Hotn (G*^T, G1).
Definition.

Fne second fundamental form of a TBI G along g is the TVvector

bundle map
IIG: G1 -> Horn (T(N), T(N))
given by
<UGv(w), w'}x = -<8G<I>(w)G'(w'), v}gM
for w, w' e Nx and (x, v) e G1(x).
Definition. The cross section of G1 dual with respect to the inner product to
(trace) ° IIG : G1 —>N x R is the mean curvature vector field of G and is denoted

M.C. (G):
<M.C. (G)(x), vygix) = trace (IIG(t>))
for (x, v) e Gx(x).

Definition. G is a parallel TBI along g if M.C. (G)=0.
Let g be an isometric immersion and put G = Tg. Then F(G) is the usual bundle
of adapted frames of g and 1I9 is the second fundamental form of g, see for example
[2, pp. 186-190]. Furthermore, M.C. (G) is the usual mean curvature vector
field of g [9, p. 68]. In particular g is a minimal immersion (see [9, p. 71] or [2, p.

248]) if and only if G is parallel along g.
3.2 The classical case. The sense in which the present use of the word parallel
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extends standard usage is made clear in the following proposition. Let y : (a, ß) —>M
be an immersion of an interval (a, ß) in a Riemannian manifold M. There is a
natural bijective correspondence between the set of TBI's along y and the set of
unit vector fields along y. In fact, consider (a, ß) with its usual Riemannian structure in which 8/8t is the canonical unit cross section of T((a, ß)). For each unit

vector field X along y define a TBI Gx along y by the formula Gx(8/8t(t)) = X(t).
Each TBI G along y is uniquely of the form Gx where X(t) = G(8j8t(t)). The correspondence X *-* Gx is the desired bijection.

Proposition

3.2.1. X is a parallel unit vector field along y if and only if Gx is a

parallel TBI along y.
Proof. Given Gx let Gx: (a, ß) -»■9\M)

be the lift of y defined in §3.1; Gx(t)

= span (X(t)). Choose any a e (a, ß) and be-ni 1(Gx(a)) so that A= (X(a), e2,..., em).
Let y be the horizontal lift of Gx through A relative to the connection ^ © <pm
_x
on F(M) as a bundle over 9\M) (see §2.3); y(t) = (X(t), e2(t),. ..,em(t)).
It follows from the definition that Gx is a parallel TBI if and only if Gx is sa
horizontal curve relative to the horizontal distribution F=ker<I> on 9\M) (see
§2.3). But Gx is horizontal if and only if y is a horizontal lift of y relative to the
Riemannian connection <p= <pi ©<pm-i ©<Pi,m-i on F(M). Finally, y is a horizontal lift of y if and only if X is a parallel unit vector field along y. Q.E.D.
3.3 /x(G), the differential form for parallel TBTs. The condition for parallelism
of a TBI G along g: N-> M can be restated in terms of a vector bundle valued

differential form.
If ;? = dimension A=l,

(G*)*c is a nonvanishing

section of (G*)*91 (see §1.1

and the end of §2.2).
If p = dimension A> 1, then (see the end of §2.2) (G*)*A o AP"1(G") is a p- 1
form on 91(G) with values in (G*)*9T0.
Definition. If p = 1, the mean curvature form of G is the differential one form
jLi(G)on 91(G) with values in the normal bundle G1, given by

p.(G) = 8G*4>0()[(G*)*c].
If p > 1, the mean curvature form of G is the differential p form /¿(G) on 9P.(G)
with values in the normal bundle G1, given by

P.(G) = [SG*0)o] A(ffl0.s[(G*)*Ao Ap"1(G")]
where S is the natural bilinear pairing

Horn (a??,a?¿)© S?S^ S?¿
(see §1.1 and (1.2.1)).
Proposition 3.3.1. A TBI G along g is parallel if and only if the mean curvature
form /¿(G) vanishes identically on the orientation covering 9PÜ(G).
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is surjective, 8G<5>vanishes if and

only if SzSGO= 8G*Szi>= SG*<P0vanishes. But the vanishing of 8G<bis equivalent
to parallelism.
Suppose now that p > 1 and that x e N. Let P + = (x, G(NX)+) e 0g(G). Choose a
basis vx,...,vp of ^g(G)P + so that Tz(vx),..., Tz(vp) is an orthonormal basis of
Nx and

(*)

G"(vx) A •• • A G"(vp) = + = (G*)*c(P+) e Ap(G*)*â^(P+).

By the fact that Sz0 = <Doand (3.1.1) it follows that 8(z ° G)0>= 8G*<t>0.
Thus

zi\M.C.(G)(x)) = -z*1 2 «^(Fz^tG'iFzfe))]
i=l

= - ¿ zí^G^Fz^t^^GXFzfe))]
¡=i
= - 2 SG*<D0(rf)[G"(rt)]
¡=i

= (^ry?

by (2.2.4) and (1.2.1),

2 (- Oi+18G>o(A)[(G*)*«
"A'-'O,,...,

= ^Z^KG)(vx,...,vp).

vt,..., vp)]
Q.E.D.

For the remainder of this paper proofs will be carried out only for the case
p > 1. Nonetheless, the case p = 1, which corresponds to the classical theorems,
can be proved by the methods that follow using the mean curvature form with

p=l

in the definition above.

4. Minimal embeddings.
4.1 (co¿, p.), the differential forms for a minimal immersion. Define a differential
p form p. on ^(M) with values in 0¿ by the formula
P- = $0 As(n°

A""1«^).

For the definitions of O0, <«>5,
a>¿see §2.3. For 5 see §3.3.
Proposition 4.1.1. (a) Let g: Np -> Afm ¿>ea minimal immersion. Put G = Tg.
Then (^g(G), G*) « an integral manifold of the pair (to¿, p.) on ^g(M). (See diagram

(3.1.1).)
(b) Conversely, suppose that (Np, inclusion) is a p-dimensional integral manifold
o/(a>¿, p) which is A0 invariant (see §2.2) and intersects each p0-fiber ofSpa(M) in at
most two points. Then p0(Np) = Np is a submanifold of M, (Np, inclusion) is a
minimal embedding and Np is the image of the orientation covering of N" by
G=T(inclusion) under the map G*.

Proof, (a) For any isometric immersion g, with G = Tg, (^g(G), G*) is an
integral manifold of a>¿ because p0°G*=px°z°G*=g°z
in diagram (3.1.1)

(see (2.3.5b)).
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For any isometric immersion g, with G = Tg, SG*/x= /x(G). In fact, it suffices to

show that 8G*wT0
= G". In (3.1.1), F(G) = G*F(M) = (Git)*F(M) so tt2 o (G*)*
=g o 7TJL
: F(G) -> M. Thus

8((G,)*K = (AU-)"1o 7V2c T((G*)*) = (Al«.)"1o G o F^
so that 8((G*)*)o)p= G, by (3.1.2). Since (Gf=G" and wv*= ou?it follows from (1.2.5)
that
8G*wT0= [8((G*)*)wp]# = G".

Hence 8G*p. = p.(G). Part (a) then follows from Proposition 3.3.1.
(b) Since N is transversal to fibers and A0 invariant, A is a submanifold of M.
Consider the inclusion i: N—> M as an isometric embedding so that G = Ti is a
TBI along i. Since A is a /^-dimensional /40-invariant integral manifold of o>¿
that intersects the fibers of pax(N) in exactly two points, A is the image of the
orientation covering of N by G under the map G*. For if P+ e A, APo(P+)=F. As in
(a) /¿(G) = 8G+/j.. Since A is an integral manifold of p., G is a parallel TBI along i
by Proposition 3.3.1. Hence (N, /) is a minimal embedding.
Q.E.D.
4.2 FAe regular integral planes of(w%, p). Let F+ e 9P0(M) then /(ü>¿, F+) is an
ideal in the Grassmann algebra A(9P,(M)P*)* (see §1.3).
Lemma 4.2.1. /(cu¿> F+) is generated as an ideal by the space of one forms

(wiï(9ï(P+))*

c A\9p0(M)P+)*

and the space of two forms
((D0 Ascoo7(â?o-(P+)* c A2(9&M)P+)*

(where t denotes transposé).

Proof. Choose a neighborhood

^l of F+ e ^g(A/) and a section x^ ^—> F(M)

such that

(*)

FxC?S(M)P+) = H(x(P+)) = //(x(F+)) + Ker (9p © <pm-P)(x(P+))

(see §2.3). By the identification (1.2.3), ^9^=F(M)xRm-p
a local vector chart for 9o over $¿:

9i\w = xM^o
In fact, if ru..

X*rm.pSpan9i

= X*(HM)xRm-p)

.,rm_p are the canonical

so that x determines

= <%xRm~p.

sections of F(M) xRm~p, then x*ri, ■■-,

over °U and x*ñ(o+) = x(6+)''i

for all Q+ e^l. By equation

(1.2.4),
oV0tUo = c»p,

87r0cu¿ = wm_p

and

8tt0<Ï>0 = 9>p,m_p,

so that
<»l\<tl= ÖxSTrotuS= 8x<Op,

tu¿|« = Sx<«m_p and

<1>0|#= 8x9Pp,m_p.
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There are 1 forms oim_p on F(M) and 1 forms tu¿¡ on ty such that
m-p

m-p

wm-p = 2 ^m-pñ and u>¿|* = 2 tüo'x*ñí=l

i=l

So
m-p

m-p

2 "faf*?i
= "ok = h™m-v
= ¡2= 1 ^i-p^*^
i=l
Hence /(w¿, F+) is generated as an ideal by the 1 forms
o>¿¡ = 8x(tüm_p),

/ = 1,...,

m-p,

and their differentials
d(wtf) = d8x(ojm_p) = 8xd(ojm_p),

i = I,...,

m-p.

By (2.3.3b),
m-p

—Vp.m-p A wp —<pm_p>m_p A <om_p = do)m_p =

2_ (do}m-p)ri
i =i

m-p

= 2 d(wm-p)ff
By (*), atF +
m —p

- 2 (*o A »D'xV, s -O0 A «jS= -«Jefa,.,-,, A wp)
i= l

m-p

= hdo>m-P= 2 8xd(«>m-p)x*ri¡= 1

Hence d(o>#) = -(<D0 Awl)1, i=\,...,
m-p.
Q.E.D.
Suppose that Eq<=-@l(M)P+, O^q^p—l,
is an integral q plane of tu¿ which is
complementary to the vertical. Define

Q = TpoE" <=■
p c Mx and

U = Pn ±Q.

Under the isomorphism, Proposition 2.3.1, <D0:V"o(P+) -> Horn (P, ±_P), Vpo(P+)
decomposes into a direct sum of the subspaces
« s 3>0-1Horn (U; P, ±P)

and

ß = ^ô1 Horn (Q ; P, ±P).

Let
y = (TpoyW n K0(P+)

(see §2.3).

There is a direct sum decomposition
(Tp0)-1P

= E"®y®a®ß.

Lemma 4.2.2. (a) With Eq^^p0(M)P+ as above,

H(E", oi¿) = E" © Graph La ©,8 c (Tp^P
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such that

*ûo/>X«?(K))=*o(«X<«'&»))
for every vey and u eE". In particular, dim H(Eq, wo)=p + (p—q)(m—p) andEq
is a regular integral plane o/cu¿.
(b) Put q=p— 1 in part (a). E"'1 is an integral plane of p.. Let {vu ..., up_i}
be a basis ofE"'1 and{vp} a basis of y such that Tp0vx,..., Tp0vp is an orthonormal

basis of P and Tp0v-iA • • • A Tp0vp= +. Then
H(Ep~\

(wè, p.)) = E"-1 © Graph (La ®Lß)

where La © Lß: y —>a © ß, La is as above and Lß: y —►
ß is the unique linear transformationsuch that

<!>°Lß(vp)(wT0(vp))
= -"f

*o(»fX«S(»0)-

¡=1

In particular, H(E"'1, (w%,p.)) is a p-dimensional complement to the vertical and
Fp_1 is a regular integral plane of(wg, p.).

Proof, (a) Each w e (Tp0) ~lP may be written uniquely as
w = e + v + a + beEq@y@a@ß.
By the preceding lemma, w e H(Eq, w%)if and only if w e Ker w¿ = (Tp0) ~ 1P and
w e Ker i(u)(<î>0As««o) for each u e E". Thus w e H(E", a>¿) if and only if, for each
ueE",

0 = $0 As wl(u, w) = 4>o As wl(u, e + v + a + b).
Since E" is an integral plane, v is horizontal, a + A is vertical and w%(u)e Q, the
last statement is equivalent to <5(m)(coJ(i;))
= O0(a)(a)0'(i/)) for each ueE"
or
a=La(v). The regularity of the integral plane Eq follows from the above using
induction and the fact that integral planes complementary to the vertical are
open in the set of integral planes,
(b) H(Ep-\ (o)¿, /x))-//(Fp-1,
cü¿) n Ker i(vx A • • • At^V.
Thus,

wetf(£*-\(«¿,/*))
if and only if
w = e + cfp+L^c^

+ AeF"-1

© Graph La ® ß

and

0 = ii»! A ••• A Up-iMw).
Equivalently,
0 = <D0A s A o Ap - ^(vu
p-i

...,

vp _ j, cup+La(c/jp) + A)

= 2 (-l)i +1%(Vi)[hoA'-^lfa,.

..,vh ...,»,_!,

OTp+La(ci;p)-rA)]

+ (- l)p + 1<D0(cl>p+La(a>p)
+ A)(Ao A'-^Kv,,...,
r

= (-l)p

+ 1(/'-l)!

p-i

c 2 *oM«M+0o(AX«S(«>,))

vp.,))
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since ojZ(vv) e Ker O0 o La(vp). Equivalently,

-c

2

%(vt)(<oTo(vd)= %(b)(^T0(vP))

or b=Le(vp). Regularity of Fp 1 follows as in part (a). Q.E.D.
4.3 The local existence and uniqueness of minimal embeddings.
Lemma 4.3.1. If Ep^cSpi(M)P+ is an integralp
to the vertical, then so is TA0EP<= ^P0(M)P-.

plane o/(cu¿, p.) complementary

Proof. Let vx,..., vp be a basis of Fp such that Tp0(vx),...,
normal basis of F<=MPo(P)with

Tp0(vp) is an ortho-

Tp0(vi) A • • ■ A 7>0(t;p) = +.

Choose be F(M)(P+)

and vx,...,

vp e F(M)b such that Tir0(vi)= vi, /=1,...,/?.

Let a e 0(p)xO(m-p)<=0(m)
where cij = (- l)6(up)-8(i,j) [8(i,j) is the Kronecker
Delta Function]. Then baeF(M)(P~),
n0 o ra = A0 ° n0 sothat{Tir0(TraVi) = TA0(Vi),
i = 1,..., p} span TA(EP) and p0 =p0 o A0 so that
Tp0(TA0(vx)) A ■•• A Tp0(TA0(vp.x))

Since <pp,m-p is Horn (pp, om_p) equivariant

A Tp0(TA0(-vp))

= -.

and wp is pp-equivariant,

it follows

that for each i and j,
<Pp.m-p° Tra(v^[ojp(Trav,)]

= 8r(,tPp¡m.p(vi)[8r<¡ojp(v1)]

= a~1¡R°,-p ° <Pp,m-p(Vi) ° Hs"^"1!«"

° °>p(vj)]

= 9p.m-p(Vi)["p(Vj)l

By Lemma 4.2.1, the (cu¿, /n)-integrability of Fp and TA0(E") is equivalent to the
vanishing of w¿, <50Astuo and p. on these planes.
Since (equation (2.3.5b)) a>¿|,p+=(projection onF)° Tp0 = ojo\P- andp0=Po ° A0,
the vanishing of 6ü¿ on Ep implies that it also vanishes on TA0EP.

Since, on Fp, for all / and/,
0 = <D0As uKvi, Vj) = %(vi)[ojH(vj)]-<I>0(vJ)[wT0(vt)]

= b ■[<pp,m
_¿vXw^Vj)) - <pp.m
_pQDjKvfâ))],
it follows that on TA0(EP), for all i and/
#0 As wl(TA0v¡, TA0Vj)

so that TA0(EP) is an integral plane of cu¿.
Since, on Fp,

o = p.(vx,...,Vp)= (-i)p+Xp-i)i2

Oo^K^)]
i=l

= (-i)p+i(p-iy.b-

2 <Pp.m-p(Vi)(<»p(Vt))
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it follows that on TA0(EP),
p.(TA0(Vl),..

.,7a,>(»p-i),

TA0(-vp))

= (-i)p+l(p-iy.bo-

= o,

Z Vp.m-pÇTraViX^Tr^i))]
i=i
J

so that TA0(EP) is an integral plane of (a>¿,p.). Q.E.D.

Theorem A (p). 4.3.2. See [9, pp. 71-72]. Let (N"'1, i) be a homeomorphically
embedded submanifold of the Riemannian manifold Mm. Let D: N"'1 —»■
9P(M)
be a p-dimensional

distribution along the inclusion i that contains the tangent planes

ofN»-1, i.e. Ti(Np-x)^D(x)for

all xeN"'1.

Then assuming that the data is real analytic, for each x0 e Ap_1 there is a neighborhood <%of x0 in M and a unique minimally embedded p-dimensional real analytic
submanifold N" of M that extends the initial data :

(1) C^N"-1 n t)cJV'ct,
(2) Npx= D(x)for all x e CXQ(Np-x C\ <?/),
where CXo(Np~1 n <V)is the connected component of x0 in Ap_1 n <?/.

Proof. D*9%(M) is a two fold cover of Ap"1 and

Ñ"-1 = D*(D*9l(M))
is contained in 9%(M) as a (p— l)-dimensional integral manifold of (wq, p) that is
transversal to fibers. Given x0eNp'i,
fix F+ = Z>(x0)+ e Np~1 and let Fp_1
= (Np~1)p +. By Lemma 4.2.2(b), Fp_1 is a regular integral plane of (co¿-,p.) and
H(EP'1, (wq, p.)) is a p-dimensional complement to the vertical. By the CartanKahler Theorem 1.4.1 there is a neighborhood <?/+of F+ in 9PI(M) and a unique
p-dimensional integral manifold N% of (co¿>m) passing through F +, contained in
*%+and containing the connected component of A/p_1 n <^+ through F +. Assume
that "8?+is sufficiently small so that N% projects, under p0, diffeomorphically onto
its image; thus Np+n A0(NP+) is empty. Let P~=A0P +, Eprx = TA0EPrx, #_ =

A0(%+) and A7?= /f0(AC). By Lemma 4.3.1, Ni is an integral manifold of (to¿, p.).
By the uniqueness in Cartan-Kahler (at El'1), Nl is the unique p-dimensional
integral manifold of (w„, p.) passing through P~, contained in #_ and containing
the connected component of A7""1 n <?/_ through P~. Let ÑP = ÑP+u Nl. By

Proposition 4.1.1 Np=p0(Np) is a minimally embedded submanifold of M. N"
extends the initial data on û//=p0(e?/+). Uniqueness follows from the Cartan-Kahler

Theorem again.

Q.E.D.

5. The existence and uniqueness of parallel TBI "s.
5.1 The bundle of partial data. In order to investigate the existence and uniqueness of parallel TBI's along g : N" —>Mm it will be necessary to deal with two types
of initial data. One type is called partial data. To be precise let O be a smooth
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(p —l)-dimensional distribution on A™and let D also denote the (p - l)-dimensional
subbundle of T(N) that it determines. Let Gp "J : D -> T(M) be a smooth Euclidean
map along g. The pair (Gp_1, D) is the partial data. Given (Gp_1, D), the problem
is to determine those parallel TBI G along g such that G|D = GP_1. According to
Theorem B (p) of §5.4, these extensions of (Gp"\ D) are parametrized locally by a
second type of initial data given along a codimension one submanifold of N".

Given (Gp-\ D) let
F(Gp~1) = F(im G""1) <=g*F(M)
as in §2.3 where im Gp_1 is the distribution
imGp-1(x)

along g :

= Gp-\D(x))

c M9(x)

for all x e A/p. i: F(GP~1) -^-g*F(M) is a reduction of the group of g*F(M) as a
bundle over A/ to the subgroup 0(p-\)x
0(m-p+\).
Similarly, ^g(Gp_1)
= S?g(imGp-1) is included, i: ^(G""1) -> g*<$l(M) as a subbundle over N. In
addition, i(F(Gp-1)) is contained in g*F(Af)|^g(Gp-1) = /*g*-f(^) and reduces the
group SO(p) x 0(m—p) of i*g*F(M) as a bundle over ^g(Gp_1) to the subgroup
ST(p-\,p).
&p(Gp-1)=&p(im G"-%) has similar properties.
To each (x, P+) e '¡0pfGp'1) there corresponds exactly two linear isometries
NX^P which extend Gpl: D(x) -*• Mg(x).The set F^g(Gp "l) of all such extensions
for all (x,P+) e ^g(Gp_1) is in a natural way an 0(1) bundle over (hence, a two
fold covering of) ^giG""1). E(Sl(Gp~x) is the bundle of (the extensions of the)
partial data. The bundle projection v: E^G"-1)
-+ ^g(Gp_1) is the map (x,P +,
extension of Gp~1\Dix) to Nx ->F)i-> (x, F+). The bundle structure is obtained
in the following manner. For any (x, P+) e ^g(Gp_1), choose a neighborhood ^
of (x,P +) on which there is both a smooth section v: ^C^F(GP"1)
(x(x, F +)
= [x, P +, ^(x, P +),..., em(x,P+)]) and a smooth unit vector field Y on p0(<%)
cJV1, such that Y is orthogonal to the distribution D. Define

fa: 0(\)xW^7i-\W)
by fa(\, x, P+) = (x,P+, G+) and fa(-I,

x,P +) = (5c,P+,G.) where G+ and G_

are the two extensions of Gp ~1 : Z)(x) -> MgW)to isometries NX->P and G +( F(x))

= ep(x1F +) while G_(Y(x))= —ep(x, P +). Declare the bijection fa to be a diffeomorphism and construct a bundle structure using such maps <¡¡,%
as the strip
maps.
v*F(Gp-1) can be identified with n*E^(Gp " l) : [(x, P +,G +),(x, b)] <-►[(x, b),

(x,P +, G+)]. ■q*F(G"-1) is thus a SL(p-l,p)

principal bundle over E&ftG"-1)

with projection tt0 and an 0(1) bundle over F(GP~1) with projection i?*.
The preceding discussion is summarized in the following commutative diagram
in which the vertical maps are all bundle projections, / is inclusion and / is the

identity :
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**.

g*F(M)\9p0(G"-1)

^o

Fâ^G"'1)

(5.1.1)
The notation in this diagram together with the abbreviations
(5.1.2)

k=Po°71:E9p0(Gp-1)-+N

and
s = gçoior,:

E9l(Gp -J) -> ä?g(A/)

will remain in force for partial data (Gp_1, D) for the rest of this section.
5.2 /x(Gp_1), /Ae differential form for a parallel extension. Define a 1 form t on
rj*F(Gp~1) with values in Fp by the formula

(5.2.1)

T(.x,b.G+)

(A|bp)

*o G+ ° F(7T2OT7*)

for (x, A, G+) = [(x, F +, G+)(x, A)] 6 77*F(Gp_1). A routine computation shows
that t is smooth, it is 7T0-horizontal since Ker F7r0<=Ker T(ir2 ° 77*). t is equivariant
with respect to />p|sr<p-i,p) since
Ppi^'^lix.b.G^v)

= °~1\R<'°(b\R<>)~1° G+ o F(tt2 ° 77fcXy)
= (Act|b")-1 ° G+ o F(tt2 o -qj o TT^i;)
= TVx,ba,G+)Tr„(v)

= 8r„T\(Xfb_G+)(v)

for all v e-r¡*F(Gp~1)(x¡bfG+)and a e ST(p—l,p).
Let t# be the associated 1 form
on E9P0(GP~X)with values in s*9\, the vector bundle associated to t7*F(Gp_1) by
the representation pp\sr(p _lfP). Suppose that u e E9PQ(GP~ 1)(P+,0 +); choose (x, A, G+)
er¡*F(Gp-1)(P +, G +) and pick ü ev*F(Gp-1)ix-btG+) so that Tn0u = u. Then
T#(u) = (x,b,G

+)(r(ü))

= (x, A,GJ-KAUp)-^ G+ o T(n2oV^(ü)]
= (x, A, G+)-[(b\R*)-x

o g+ c r(p0o

so that

(5.2.2)

l(P

,G+)

G+oTk

under the identification i*^S(F +, G+)=P, of §2.2.

v)(u)]
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Definition. p(Gp'1), the differential form for a parallel extension of(Gp~1, D)
is thep form on F^g(Gp_1) with values in i*^¿ given by the formula
jLt(C?p"1) = 8s®0

As.s(j*no

Ap"1T#).

This terminology is justified in the next proposition.
Suppose that G is a TBI along g that extends (Gp_1, D) so that G|D = GP_1.

Refer to diagrams (3.1.1) and (5.1.1). The map G*: S?g(G)-^ áíg(M) factors into
the map d: â?g(G)-> '¡0PO(GP'1);(x,P+)->(x,P+)
(where P=G(NX)), followed by
g* ° i: &p0(Gp-y)-+ y&M). d lifts to a map
L: n(G) -> F^G"-1);

(x,P+)^(x,

P +, G\Nx)

followed by r¡. Finally, the reciprocal image L*r¡*F(Gp~1) is included in F(G), in a

natural way, as a submanifold i: L*-n*F(Gp~1)->F(G); (x,P +, G\Nx,b)^(x,

b).

As a fibration over ^g(G), L*r¡*F(Gp~1) reduces the group SO(p)xO(m—p)
of
F(G) to the subgroup ST(p— 1,p). The commutative diagram below summarizes
this information :

F(G) -J-

L*r1*F(G"-1)-^*

ko
I«
(5.2.3)

nw)
Let A0: F^g(Gp_1) -> F^g(Gp_1) be the antipodal map (involution); (x, F +, G+)
h>(x, P-,G+). Then (ä?g(G), L) is an ^„-invariant submanifold of F^g(Gp_1)
that intersects each fiber (k)~\x), xeNp, in exactly two points. Conversely, if
(Np, inclusion) is a /7-dimensional, ^-invariant
submanifold of F^g(Gp_1) that
intersects each fiber (k)'\x),
x e Np, in at most two points, then k(Np) is an open
submanifold of Np. Furthermore the formula

(5.2.4)

G(x) = Gx

where xek(Ñp) and (k)~1(x) = {(x,P +, Gx), (x,P~, Gx)} defines a TBI G that
extends (Gp_1, D) along g\k(Ñ")and A7"is the image of ^g(G) under the lift L.
Proposition

5.2.1. Let (Gp_1, D) be partial data along g: Np -> Mm.

(a) Suppose that G is a parallel

TBI along g that extends the partial

data;

G\D= Gp-\ Then (<$l(G), L) is an integral manifold of theform p-(Gp-1)on E<$P0(GP
~*).
(b) Conversely, suppose that (Np, inclusion) is a p-dimensional

A0-invariant
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integral manifold of p(Gp~1) that intersects each fiber (k)~*(x), x e Np in at most
two points. Then the TBI G defined by (5.2.4) is a parallel extension of the partial
data (Gpl, D) along gl^s") and Np is the image of the orientation covering of

k(Ñp)<=Npby G under the lift L.
Proof, (a) For any extension G of the partial data (Gp_1, D) it follows that

p(G) = 8Lp(Gp~1). In fact, it suffices to show that G" = SL(t#). But, by (3.1.1) and

(5.2.3),
SE*t\(XiGINx) + tG]flxM(u)

= (A|K»)_1 o G\NxT(tt2

o 77* o L*)(u)

= (b\Rv)-x°G\NxTTrí(u)

= G\ix,b)(ú),

so that SL*T= G|i,.,.jr(Gp-i).Thus by (1.2.5) and §3.1,
G" = (G\L.n.HG*-hY= (8L*t)# = 8L(r#).
Hence p(G) = 8Lp.(Gp'i) and part (a) follows from Proposition 3.3.1.
(b) This follows from the discussion preceding the proposition, the fact (proved

in part (a)) that p.(G)= 8Lp.(Gp-1) and Proposition 3.3.1.
5.3 The regular integral planes of p(G"~1). Diagram
(5.1.2) determine the following commutative diagram

Q.E.D.
(5.1.1) and equation

E9KG"-1)

( l< X.

k

9p0(G"-1)

8*°'

» 9P(M)

Po

M
By Proposition 2.3.3, for each (x, F +) e ^g(Gp_1), 8(g* » ;)<D0sends the vertical
subspace vpo,lmGP'\P'v) isomorphically
onto
Horn ((g*Y9l-p~x;

(g* o i)*9T0, (g* o /)*á?¿)(P+) - Horn (Gp"x(D(x)); F, ±P).

Since 77is a local diffeomorphism, the formula
Vk(x,P

+ , G+) = (F7?)-1(i/po'lmG,,-1(F+))

defines a smooth m—p [ = dim 9%(Rm, Fp_1)] dimensional distribution Vk on
F^g(Gp"1). Vk will be called the vertical distribution since Fk = Ker Tk. Thus for
each (x,P +,G +)eE9p(Gp~1), Sj<D0sends the vertical subspace Vk(x,P +,G+)
isomorphically onto

Horn (■n*[Xg*)*^l-v-1]; s*9T0,s*9^)(x, P +, G+) = Horn (Gp~1(D(x)); P, ±P).
In particular, A"=KerSs<D0 is a smooth p-dimensional distribution and it is
complementary to Vk. K will be called the horizontal distribution of E9PÍGP ~1).
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Lemma 5.3.1. Suppose that y = (x, F +, G +) e Erép0(Gp-1) and
E'SpiGp ~ l)y is a p—\ plane complementary to the vertical and

(*)

Fp"1c

TkE"'1 n ±D(x) = {0}.

Let E»x,..., VPri be a basis of E"'1
orthonormal basis of Nx and

(**)

that

and vp e K(y) such that Tkvx,.. ., Tkvp is an

G +Tk(vx) A ■■• A G +Tk(vp) = +

(= r#(vx) A ■• • A r»(vp), by (5.2.2)).

Let y = Span {vp},so that there is a direct sum decomposition

En(Gp~% = Ep-i © y © V%y).
Then
H(E"-1,p(Gp-1))
where La: y^

= E»-1 ©GraphLa

c FS?g(Gp"1)y

Vk(y) is the unique linear transformation
8s<¡y0oLa(vp)(r//(vp)) = - 2

such that

8s%(Vi)(T#(Vi)).

i=l

In particular, //(Fp~\
p(Gp~1)) is a p-dimensional
Ep~x is a regular integral plane ofp(G"~1).

complement to the vertical and

Proof. Each weF^g(Gp_1)y can be uniquely expressed as u = e + cvp + a where
e e E"'1, c is real and a e Vk(y).

ueH(Ep-\

p(Gp - *)) = Ker i(vx, ...,vp.

MG" "l)

if and only if
0 = p.(G)(vx, ...,vp-u

e + cvp + a)

= Si1>0 As-S (s*h o A»-h#Xpi,

= (-l)p +1(i>-D! [c 2
= (-\)p

+ 1(p-\)l

■■-, Vp-i, cvp + a)

(by (**))

8j«D0(oO[^.)] + Sí<I>o(fl)[^(»,)]]

[8s®0(a-La(cvp))[r#(vp)]].

Equivalently,
i

r#(vp) e Ker [8s%(a -La(cvp))].

But (*) is equivalent to Tk(vp) £ D(x) or r#(vp)= G +Tk(vp) i G +(D(x)) = Gp~1(D(x))
or t#(vp) e K.er [8s<î>0(v)] if and
only if v = 0. Hence
u = e + cvp + ae
H(Ep-\ fi(Gp~1)) if and only if a=La(cvp).
It remains to prove the regularity of Fp_1. Since /x(Gp_1) is a p form every Eq,
qfíp —2, is a regular integral plane. Thus it is sufficient to prove that
dim//(Fp-1,M(Gp"1))

is constant in a neighborhood

of Fp_1. But a neighborhood of Fp_1 may be taken
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to be the set of p— 1 planes that are complementary to the vertical, Vk, and whose
projections intersect the distribution, J_D, only in the zero vector at the foot point.
But on such a neighborhood, as has been shown, H(EP~1, p(Gp~1)) is constantly

p-dimensional. Q.E.D.
5.4 Theorem B (p). Let A0: E9p(Gp-v)^E9P.(Gv~x)\ (x, P +, G+)m*(x, P', G +)
be the antipodal map defined in §5.2.
Lemma 5.4.1. //Fp<=F^g(Gp-1)(^P
complementary

+>G+)is an integral p plane ofp(Gp~1) and is

to the vertical, then the same is true for
TA0(Ep) c E9p0(Gp-1\x,P-,G+y

Proof. 77*F(GP_1) has the structure of a principal 0(p— 1) x 0(m— p+1) x O(l)
bundle over A with projection tt2°t)*. In fact, let <pv'-0(p— l)x 0(m— p+ 1)
x <%-> tt2 \f/) be a strip map for F(GP~1) over Ql^N and let y be a unit vector
field on "Üthat is orthogonal to D. Then define a strip map for r\*F(Gp "1) over °l/,by
9%: 0(p -1) x 0(m-p+l)

x 0(1) xW->(-n2°

i»»)"1*

by
9*(cr, ± 1, X) -> (ç%(<x,X), G±)

where G+ and G_ are the extensions of Gp~1\Dix) to isometries Nx -*■<pqt(o,x)(Rp)
such that G±(Y(x))= ±ep(a, x)= ± [the pth vector in the frame <p®(o,x)]. Thus,

(x, A, G+)(a, ±l) = (x, bo, G±) and the right action of ST(p-\,p)
on r]*F(Gp-1)
as a principal bundle over F^g(Gp_1) is obtained by restricting the action of
0(p-l)xO(m-p+l)xO(l)
to the subgroup ST(p-l,p)x{l}.
Let

A: O(p-l)x

0(m-p+l)x

0(1)-> O(p-l)x

0(m-p)

be the projection map.

As in the proof of Lemma 4.3.1 fix a eT(p—l,p)

=(-l)*«'»-8(/J).

—SY(p—l,p)

where ai}

If (x, A,G+)ev*F(Gp-1) then A(Fp)= Aa(Fp)but
Ap(A)(r! A • • • A rp) = -A^ba)^

A • • • A rp),

hence
(I)

^0 o f(a>1) = A0 o 7r0: 7?*F(Gp-1)

-^ FaígíG"-1).

Referring to (5.1.2) and letting
i = g*°i>V

it follows that s° r(0>1)= r„°s.

7?*F(Gp-1) -* F(A/),

Consequently

by the Horn (pp, pm_p) equivariance

of <pP,m-P:

(II)

Sr(ff.:u%>p,m-p = Horn (Pp, />m_p)° A(a-\

l)8s<pPtm_p.
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Furthermore, in the same manner as the equivariance of r was proved in §5.2,
it can be seen that
(III)

Sr(,,1)T = /,poA(a-M)r.

The lemma now follows from (I), (II), and (III) by using the same technique as
in the proof of the ,40-invariance of the integral /»-planes of p. in Lemma 4.3.1.

Q.E.D.
Let (Gp_1, D) be partial data along g: Np -> M. Let (N"'1, f=inclusion) be a
submanifold of Np and G": i*T(Np) -> T(M) a Euclidean map along g° /. G""1
induces a map Gp_1 ° /*: i*D -> T(M) along g ° i. (Gp_1, D) and G" are compatible
ifGp|i.D = Gp-1o/*.

Theorem B (p) 5.4.2. Let g: Np —>Mm be an (not necessarily isometric) immersion of Riemannian manifolds. Let D be a (p—\) dimensional distribution on Np
and(Np~1, i = inclusion) a homeomorphically embedded submanifold of Np transversal to the {-dimensional distribution J_D. Suppose that
G"'1: D —>T(M) is a Euclidean map along g,

QP. í*t(Np) -> T(M) is a Euclidean map along g° i and (G""1, D) and Gp are
compatible.
Then, assuming that all the data is real analytic, there is a neighborhood % of
N"'1 in Np and a unique real analytic parallel TBI G: T(°li) -> T(M) that extends

the initial data
G\D = G""1: D-+T(M)

along g\v

and
G o /* = Gp: i*T(Np) -> T(M) along g ° i.
Proof. Gp determines a lift Gp: Np'1 -> rSp(Gp~1)(see §5.1 for the definitions);
xh^(x, Gp[i*T(Np)(x)]). Ñp-í=(Gp)*^l(Gp-1)
is a two fold cover of N*~l.
Since G"'1 and Gp are compatible, there is a lift /: Ñ"'1 -> E<Sl(Gp~v);

(x, Gp[i*T(Np)(x)]+)^(x, G»[i*T(N»)(x)]+, Gpo fci^J.
Thus the following diagram commutes:

FW"1)

^p(Gp-i)

(Gp)*^g(Gp"1) = N*-1

z

Gp

Px
Y

-* N"
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The proof of the local part of the theorem will proceed in the same way as the
proof of Theorem A (p) 4.3.2. Let x0 e Ap_1<=Np be given and choose
y+ = (x0, Gp[/*F(Ap)(x0)]+)

e Ñp-\x0).

Epr1=Tl(Ñp-1)
is a p-l
plane complementary to the vertical. Tk(Ep+-x) n
J_Z)(xo) = {0} because of the transversality assumption and the commutativity of
the diagram above. By Lemma 5.3.1 FV1 is a regular integral plane of p(Gp~1)
and H(Eplr1, p(Gp~1)) is a p-dimensional complement to the vertical Vk(l(y +)).
By the Cartan-Kahler Theorem 1.4.1, there is a neighborhood °?/+ of l(y+) in
F^g(Gp_1) and a unique real analytic p-dimensional integral manifold N"+ of
p(Gp~1) passing through l(y+), contained in <%+ and containing the connected
component of l(Np ~x) n <^+ through l(y+). Assume that %+ is sufficiently small so
that Np+ projects diffeomorphically under k onto its image, <WX<>.
In particular
Ñp+ nA0Ñp+ is empty. Let y.=(x0, Gp[i*T(Np)(x0)] +) be the other point of
A"-1^);
A0l(y+) = l(y.). Let Et-l=TAoE%r\
<%-=A0<?/+and NP_= A0NP+.By
Lemma 5.4.1, Ap is an integral manifold of /¿(Gp_1). By the uniqueness in the
Cartan-Kahler Theorem, Ap is the unique p-dimensional integral manifold of
p(Gp~1) passing through l(y-), contained in <?/_ and containing the connected
component of/(Ap_) n ^_ passing through l(y.). Let AP = AP u Nl. By Proposition 5.2.1(b) the tangent bundle isometry G=GX<>defined by equation (5.2.4)
is a parallel extension of the partial data Gp_1 along g\q¿xo-Furthermore Np is the
image of the orientation covering ofWo^N"
by Gx° under the lift L (see diagram
(5.2.3)). In particular, Gx° extends the initial data Gp along the connected component
of Wo n Ap_1 through x0. The uniqueness of the solution G*° on ^¿x° follows
again from the Cartan-Kahler Theorem.
Using this local uniqueness of a parallel extension of the initial data together
with the assumption that Ap_1 is homeomorphically embedded, it is a routine
matter to construct a neighborhood
°it of N"'1 in A^p with ^^Ujcoew"-1 ^x°
and a unique parallel TBI G along g\v extending the initial data such that
G\wnw*o = Gxo\wnWxa for each x0 e A""1.

Q.E.D.
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